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Abstract. The existing approaches to ruggedizing inherently fragile and sensitive critical components of electronic equipment
such as printed circuit boards (PCB) for use in hostile industrial and military environment are either insufficient or expensive.
This paper addresses a novel approach towards ruggedizing commercial-off-the-shelf PCBs using a miniature wideband dynamic
absorber. The optimisation technique used relies on the experimentally measured vibration spectra and complex receptance of
the original PCB.
The analytical study and full-scale experiment show that an optimised wideband dynamic absorber with the mass of only 15%
relative to the total mass of the PCB is quite capable of the essential suppression of all relevant resonant responses of the PCB
under shock, wideband random and sinusoidal vibration with variable frequency.

1. Introduction

Modern industrial and military systems rely widely
on electronic equipment containing delicate internal
components such as printed circuit boards (PCBs).
Plug-in PCBs are typically plate-wise structures, which
are manufactured from Epoxy Fibreglass, and carry
soldered microchips along with lumped components.
The dynamic properties of the commercial-off-the-
shelf [1] unframed PCBs are such that their stiffness
and damping are inherently low [2]. During opera-
tion, these delicate electronic components encounter
exposure to harsh environmental conditions including
shocks, wideband random and swept sine vibration with
essential energy content in the wide frequency range
from 0 up to 2000 Hz [3,4]. The resulting dynamic
responses developed by such PCBs might be exces-
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sive, thus resulting in failure of the above microchips,
lumped components, wiring, soldered joints, etc.

Using dampening sandwich-wise strips allows lim-
ited control of the dynamic response of the PCB [2,5],
but not to an extent which is required by typical mil-
spec requirements. Since the above strips are adding
not only damping but also mass to the original struc-
ture, the resulting loss factor cannot be increased sig-
nificantly. Therefore, since the overall response of dy-
namic system under random wideband excitation is re-
ciprocal to the above loss factor [6], the attainable per-
formance is not very impressive.

The ruggedizing of the PCB by using stiffening ribs,
frames or sandwich-wise structures, as practised in
standard military designs [2,7,8], is aimed primarily
at increasing the resonant frequencies of the PCB to
above the excitation range. The obvious pitfall of this
approach is an essential increase in the overall weight,
dimension and price, along with a reduction of the use-
ful surface available for the placing of electronic com-
ponents and wiring.

The authors of [9] considered an application of the
tuned dynamic absorber for vibration control of PCB
undergoing sinusoidal excitation with constant fre-
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quency. However, in many installations for military and
industrial electronic equipment, wideband vibration is
of primary concern. Typical military specifications for
the testing of this type of equipment [3,10] have placed
heaviest emphasis on wideband random vibration, tai-
lored to the actual application. Under shock, wideband
random or swept sine excitation the above undamped
dynamic absorber can make matters worse, due to ex-
citation of resonant responses, and even cause damage,
which would not otherwise happen.

A typical damped dynamic absorber is an auxil-
iary lightly weighted mass-spring-damper attachment
mounted upon a lightly damped primary dynamic struc-
ture with the purpose of close control of resonant phe-
nomena under wideband loading. For the best perfor-
mance, visco-elastic properties of the dynamic absorber
should be carefully “tuned” in accordance with the ex-
citation type and dynamical properties of the above
primary structure.

In [11], the first attempt to design a dynamic absorber
for the optimal suppression of a resonant response of
an undamped primary single-degree-freedom (SDOF)
structure under forced swept sine excitation was car-
ried out. The authors of [12] presented an expression
for optimum absorber parameters for undamped SDOF
primary systems, under given harmonic and white noise
random force excitations. In [13], the author obtained
general formulae for the optimum damper in applica-
tions for vibration suppression of an undamped SDOF
primary system under given white noise random force
excitation. In [14], the influence of damping in the
primary system on the optimum absorber parameters
was investigated. The authors of [15] addressed the
problem of optimal design of a dynamic absorber as
applied to a vibration control of an SDOF system un-
der the force and base-induced excitation. In [16], the
optimisation of a dynamic absorber for the vibration
suppression of the MDOF system subjected to random
force input with dominant frequency was addressed.
In [17], the authors proposed an efficient optimal de-
sign algorithm to minimise the vibratory response of
MDOF systems under given sinusoidal excitation over
several frequencies. In [18], an effective approach to
the optimal design of a dynamic absorber as applied to
dynamic structures subjected to the action of a known
forced excitation was recently developed. The sub-
structure coupling technique used relies on knowledge
of a set of complex frequency response functions for
the primary sub-system and for the dynamic absorber.

There are obvious drawbacks to the above known
approaches. Evidently, the optimal design of the dy-

namic absorber should be based not only on the dy-
namic model of the primary mechanical structure but
also, and primarily, upon the exact knowledge of exci-
tation distribution in spatial and time (frequency) do-
mains. Such information is obtainable only in the sim-
plest cases of academic study; in the majority of real-
world applications, this data is simply not available
and, hence, rough and often unjustified assumptions are
used.

The author of [13] expressed the vibration response
of the system equipped with a vibration absorber
through the original dynamic response and the local re-
ceptance of the unmodified primary mechanical struc-
ture and dynamic properties of the dynamic absorber.
The obvious advantage of this approach is that detailed
information on the excitation distribution in time and
spatial domains and corresponding frequency response
characteristics of the original mechanical system is not
required at all.

In the present paper, the authors are attempting to
further accommodate the above idea for optimal design
of a wideband dynamic absorber with application to
vibration protection of commercial-off-the-shelf PCBs
subjected to harsh environmental vibration.

2. Dynamic model of PCB with dynamic absorber

We assume that the point of the PCB where the criti-
cal failure takes place (further – critical point) is known
from previous experience. We also assume at this stage
that by the design of the PCB and the entire electronic
package it is possible to mount the dynamic absorber
adjacent to the above critical point.

Figure 1 shows the model of the PCB with a dy-
namic absorber attached. As mentioned in the intro-
duction, the exact knowledge of the excitation (base vi-
bration,z(t), in this instance) is not required. In Fig. 1,
u(x′, y′, t) is the absolute motion of the critical point
of the PCB,(x′, y′), where the absorber is mounted
andq(t) is the motion of the dynamic absorber mass
relative to its mounting point.

FurtherZ[∗] denotes the operator of the Laplace
transform. Under the assumption that the dynamic
system under consideration is linear, the principle of
superpositionand the Laplace calculus yield the motion
of the critical point of the modified system in the form:

Z[u(x′, y′, t)] = Z[u0(x′, y′, t)]
(1)

−H(x′, x′; y′, y′; s)Z[R(t)],
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Fig. 1. Dynamic model of the PCB with dynamic absorber.

wheres is a complex (Laplace) variable; the trans-
fer function,H(x′, x′; y′, y′; s), is the operator of the
local receptance of the original system; andR(t) =
cq̇(t) + kq(t) is the force of the dynamic reaction, de-
veloped due to the relative motion of the absorber and
PCB. On the right-hand side of Eq. (1), the first ad-
dend represents the “original” motion – the motion of
the primary structure under actual excitation with no
dynamic absorber attached. The second addend repre-
sents the motion of the primary structure, originated by
the above force of dynamic reaction,R(t).

The Laplace transform of the equation of motion for
the dynamic absorber takes the form:

Z[mq̈(t) + cq̇(t) + kq(t)] =
(2)

Z
[
−m

∂2u(x′, y′, t)
∂t2

]
.

From Eqs (1) and (2), at zero initial conditions we
obtain the set of equations:

U(x′, y′, s) = U0(x′, y′, s)

−H(x′, x′; y′, y′; s)(cs + k)Q(s), (3)

Q(s) =
−ms2

ms2 + cs + k
U(x′, y′, s),

where the following Laplace transforms are used:
Q(s) ⇔ q(t), U(x′, y′, s) ⇔ u(x′, y′, t) and
U0(x′, y′, s) ⇔ u0(x′, y′, t).

From Eq. (3), the vibration of the critical point of
the modified system is found by excludingQ(s), as
follows:

U(x′, y′, s) = U0(x′, y′, s)
(4)

× 1

1 − H(x′, x′; y′, y′; s)ms2(cs+k)
ms2+cs+k

.

The formal substitutions = jω, wherej =
√−1

andω is the angular frequency, yields a transition into
the frequency domain. By so doing we represent the
motion of the critical point of the PCB in the form of
the complex spectrum:

U(x′, y′, jω) = (5)

U0(x′, y′, jω)

1 + H(x′, x′; y′, y′; jω) mω2(jωc+k)
−mω2+jωc+k

.

expressed through the absorber parameters, the com-
plex spectrum of the original motion of the critical point
and local complex receptance of the primary structure
with no absorber attached.

Further, we consider the case of stationary random
excitation (see [19] for the reference). From Eq. (5),
the response of the composite system,U(x′, y′, jω),
may be formally thought of as a result of the input
U0(x′, y′, jω) Following [19], the appropriate power
spectral density (PSD) takes the form

S(x′, y′, ω) = (6)

S0(x′, y′, ω)∣∣∣1 + H(x′, x′; y′, y′; jω) mω2(cjω+k)
−mω2+cjω+k

∣∣∣2 .

Equation (6) predicts the PSD of absolute vibration
of the critical point of the modified PCB based on: the
values of the dynamic absorber parametersm, k and
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c; the measured PSD of original motion,S0(x′, y′, ω);
and complex local receptance,H(x′, x′; y′, y′; jω) of
the original PCB with no absorber attached.

The above technique may also be adapted for predic-
tion of the dynamic response of the arbitrary point of
the PCB. This is especially important when the design
of a particular PCB or the entire electronic package
makes it impossible to place the dynamic absorber at
the critical point, or it is required to suppress vibration
at a variety of critical points of the PCB by using a sin-
gle dynamic absorber installed at the most convenient
location.

Similar to Eq. (3), to define the motion of the arbi-
trary point (x, y) of the modified system we use the
following set of equations:

U(x′, y′, s) = U0(x′, y′, s)

−H(x, x′; y, y′; s)(cs + k)Q(s),

U(x, y, s) = U0(x, y, s) (7)

−H(x′, x′; y′, y′; s)(cs + k)Q(s),

Q(s) =
−ms2

ms2 + cs + k
U(x′, y′, s),

where the transfer function,H(x, x′; y, y′; s), is the
operator of transient receptance and the Laplace trans-
forms U(x, y, s) ⇔ u(x, y, t) and U0(x, y, s) ⇔
u0(x, y, t) are used.

Similarly to Eq. (5), making the transition into the
frequencydomain yields vibration of the arbitrary point
of the modified system in the form of the complex
spectrum:

U(x, y, jω) = U0(x, y, jω) − U0(x′, y′, jω)
(8)

× H(x, x′; y, y′; jω)
−mω2+jωc+k
mω2(jωc+k) + H(x′, x′; y′, y′; jω)

.

In Eq. (8), the two processes,U0(x, y, jω) and
U0(x′, y′, jω), are the correlated original responses of
the two different points of the PCB exposed to the ac-
tual excitation with no absorber attached. From Eq. (9),
the total response of the modified system,U(x, y, jω),
may be formally thought of as a response of a dy-
namic system to the correlated inputsU0(x, y, jω) and
U0(x′, y′, jω).

Following [19], the appropriate PSD takes the form:

S(x, y, ω) = S0(x, y, ω)

+S0(x′, y′, ω) × |L(jω)|2
(9)

−S0(x, x′; y, y′; jω)L(jω)

−S∗
0 (x, x′; y, y′; jω)L∗(jω)

where S0(x, x′; y, y′; jω) is the cross-spectrum be-
tween the two above mentioned correlated processes
U0(x′, y′, jω) andU0(x, y, jω) and

L(jω) =
H(x, x′; y, y′; jω)

−mω2+jωc+k
mω2(jωc+k) + H(x′, x′; y′, y′; jω)

.

is a composite frequency response function. In Eq. (9),
S∗

0(x, x′; y, y′; jω) andL∗(jω) are the complex con-
jugates ofS0(x, x′; y, y′; jω) andL(jω), respectively.
These functions may be easily measured using modern
dual-channel signal analysers.

3. Dynamic responses and properties of the
original PCB

3.1. PSD of absolute acceleration of the original PCB
under typical base-induced excitation

The common practice in industrial and military ap-
plications is to mount a PCB using pillars and screws al-
lowing for high-pressure interfaces [2,10]. Figure 2(a)
shows the schematics of the experimental rig. The typ-
ical commercial-off-the-shelf Epoxy Fibre Glass PCB
©1 is mounted upon fixture©2, which is attached to the
vibration test system©3 (V550 Series, Ling Dynamic
System). The miniature accelerometer©4 (Bruel and
Kjaer, Type 4393) is mounted upon the fixture and pro-
vides a signal for the internal feedback loop for the
System Controller©6 (DVC-48, Ling Dynamic Sys-
tem Ltd). The controller is interfaced with Terminal
©5 . A vibration test system is programmed to provide
the closed-loop controllable wide-band random vibra-
tion. The Polytec OFV 512 Fibre Interferometer©7
and Polytec OFV 3001 Vibrometer Controller©8 are
used to measure the absolute velocity of the PCB. The
Signal Analyser©9 (Data Physics Corporation, model
DP104-100) provides for the appropriate data acqui-
sition and DSP using terminal©5. This experiment
involves using non-contact measurement with the ad-
vantages of avoiding unnecessary additional mass or
interference to the PCB.

To simulate the dynamic response of a PCB to the ac-
tual working environment, the vibration test controller
was programmed to reproduce a wide-band random vi-
bration with uniform PSD 0.1 g2/Hz in the frequency
range 20–2000 Hz (overall level 14 g RMS, typical mil-
itary specification in accordance with [3]). Figure 2(b)
shows the experimentally obtained typical PSD of ab-
solute acceleration at the critical point of the original
PCB, where the overall level is 70.2 g rms. From
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Schematics of experimental rig and typical vibration response. a) Experimental rig; b) Experimentally measured PSD of absolute
acceleration in the critical point of the original PCB.

Fig. 2(b), the PCB is a multiple-degree-of-freedomsys-
tem, where the contribution of the higher modes is quite
significant. Such a system cannot be analysed as a
SDOF system, as proposed, for example, in [2].

3.2. Complex receptances

Figure 3(a) shows the experimental rig where the
fixture ©2 supports the PCB©1 and is rigidly clamped
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to the heavy isolated bench©3. The instrumented im-
pact hammer©4 (Brüel & Kæer, Type 8203) contains
a piezoceramic force transducer©5 providing force ex-
citation to the PCB. Through the charge amplifier©9
(Brüel & Kjær, Type 2635), the signal of the excitation
force is passed to the first channel of Signal Analyser
©10. Simultaneously, the laser vibrometer©7 measures
the absolute velocity of PCB. This signal is then passed
to the second channel of the Signal Analyser, providing
appropriate data acquisition and analysis. Figure 3(b)
shows a typical module of the experimentally measured
local receptance.

4. Optimal design of dynamic absorber

Accumulated fatigue is a common failure mechanism
in solder joints and gullwing leads of surface mount
assemblies in the electronic packaging industry. Under
vibration, the forces of inertia, the magnitudes of which
depend upon the local absolute accelerations of the
PCB [20], are known to be a major factor contributing
to the stresses and strains history,and, therefore, fatigue
accumulated at the particular critical points [21].

The failures observed in the electronic components
subjected to ergodic random wideband stresses with
zero mean value typically follow the conventional fail-
ure model of fatigue damage accumulation [22,23] in
the form:

D ∼ σb
A(x′, y′), (10)

whereD is the accumulated fatigue damage,σA(x′, y′)
is the root mean square (rms) value of the above accel-
eration

σA(x′, y′) =

√
1
2π

∫ ∞

0

S(x′, y′, ω)ω4dω (11)

andb = 9 is the typical fatigue curve index [24] for the
copper or aluminium wiring and soft solders [3,23].

Therefore, following from this, we consider the prac-
tical case in which it would be required to minimise the
overall rms of the absolute acceleration Eq. (11) at the
critical point of the PCB by varying parametersm, k
andc.

It would be convenient to express the properties of
the dynamic absorber in terms of its natural frequency
1
2π

√
k
m and loss factor c

2
√

mk
. To choose the above

optimal properties, the numerical procedure has been
developedbased on Eqs (6) and (7) with experimentally
measured data involved (see Figs 3 and 4).

We studied the influence of the mass of the dynamic
absorber on its overall performance. For this purpose,
we varied the mass of the absorber from 0.01 kg to
0.1 kg with increments of 0.01 kg. For each value of
mass, we further obtained the natural frequency and
loss factor minimising the overall rms response of the
above critical point of the PCB. Figure 4(a) shows the
dependence of the minimised overall rms level of abso-
lute acceleration on the mass of the dynamic absorber.
Figures 4(b) and (c) show the dependencies of the op-
timised natural frequency and loss factor on the mass
of the dynamic absorber, respectively.

From Fig. 4, the higher value of the absorber mass
yields the better performance. As far as the weight and
space are concerned, we chose the mass of the absorber
to be 0.03 kg, thus producing a typical mass ratio of
only 15% relative to the total mass of the PCB.

It is worth noting that choosing the highest mass of
the dynamic absorber leads to excessively high values
of the required loss factors; these might be problematic
to achieve in practice. From the above optimisation
procedure, for such a mass chosen, the optimal natu-
ral frequency and loss factor of the dynamic absorber
should be 184 Hz and 81%, respectively.

Figure 5 shows a superimposed PSD of absolute ac-
celeration of the original (experiment) and modified
(analytical prediction) PCB at the same critical point.
From Fig. 5, the influence of the dynamic absorber is
that almost all dominating resonances of the original
PCB are essentially suppressed; this indicates that the
dynamic absorber is mounted at an appropriate posi-
tion, which does not contain the nodal points of the
influential modes. The comparison indicates a 3.2-fold
reduction of the overall level from 70.2 g rms to 22 g
rms.

In practice, however, to design and manufacture the
dynamic absorber with such a loss factor within tight
mass and space limits is quite a complex engineering
task and, thus, the final cost of the entire unit would be
unreasonably high. Therefore, the authors further con-
sider a more realistic value of the loss factor, namely,
45%, which might be achieved easily using commer-
cially available vibration mounts. The optimisation
procedure was repeated to find a new optimal value of
dynamic absorber natural frequency−209 Hz, corre-
sponding to the above accepted value of the loss fac-
tor. Such a dynamic absorber effectively suppresses the
overall level of absolute acceleration up to the value of
23.2 g rms; the degradation in performance is only 4%
as compared with the truly optimal dynamic absorber
with loss factor and natural frequency 81% and 184 Hz.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Schematics of experimental rig and typical module of complex receptance. a) Experimental rig; b) Module of local reacceptance of PCB.

Further, we have considered the optimal design of
the vibration absorber mounted at its original location
(as above) with properties to suppress vibration at the
four additional remote critical points. The calculation,
which was based on the appropriate measurements and
Eq. (10) withm = 0.03 kg, showed that the originally
optimised dynamic absorber yields almost optimal sup-
pression of vibration at the above four critical points. In
the experimental section of the article, the original and
modified spectra at the above points are shown. The

detailed discussion on this result is, however, beyond
the scope of the present article.

5. Sensitivity analysis

The sensitivity analysis was carried out in the follow-
ing manner. Firstly, for the chosen mass of the dynamic
absorber (0.03 kg), the loss factor was fixed at 45%,
while the natural frequency was varied in the range 50
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Fig. 4. Performance and optimal parameters of dynamic absorber at different absorber masses. a) Optimal overall acceleration as a function of
dynamic absorber mass; b) Optimal natural frequency as a function of dynamic absorber mass; c) Optimal loss factor as a function of dynamic
absorber mass.
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Fig. 5. Performance of the optimal dynamic absorber: PSD of absolute acceleration of original and modified PCB in the control point.

to 500 Hz. The dependence of the obtained overall
rms acceleration on the value of the natural frequency
is shown in Fig. 6(a). Secondly, for the same mass of
the dynamic absorber, the optimal natural frequency,
209 Hz, was fixed while the loss factor was varied in
the range from 10% to 100%. The dependence of the
overall rms acceleration on the value of the loss factor
is shown in Fig. 6(b).

From Fig. 6, a reasonably small deviation of the val-
ues of stiffness and damping of the dynamic absorber
from their optimal values due to technological toler-
ances, temperature variation, ageing, etc. does not
cause essential degradation in the overall performance.

6. Experimentation on attained performance
under wideband random vibration

6.1. Dynamic properties of dynamic absorber

In application, the dynamic absorber, as schemat-
ically shown in Figs 7(a) and (b), consists of the
commercially available Barry Control (see http://www.
barrymounts.com) wire mesh bushing©1 carrying the
washer©2, which is manufactured from Tungsten for
compactness. The mass of the above washer is 0.03 kg;
the adjustment of frequency and loss factor of the dy-
namic absorber relies on squeezing the above wire mesh
bushing using screw©3 and nut©4. Such a wire mesh
bushing is produced of stainless spring steel wire and

is, therefore, capable of maintaining the persistent me-
chanical properties over a wide temperature range and
lifetime.

Figure 7(c) shows the module of absolute transmis-
sibility of the developed dynamic absorber. From the
SDOF curve fitting, we identified the loss factor and
natural frequency to be 0.4 and 200 Hz, respectively.
This is fairly close to the desired optimal values.

6.2. Composite system

In the following experiment, we measured the over-
all rms of absolute acceleration of the critical point of
the PCB under the wide-band random vibration with
uniform PSD 0.1 g2/Hz in the frequency range 20–
2000 Hz (overall level 14 g RMS). The schematics of
the experimental rig and apparatus are the same as in
Fig. 1. Figure 8(a) shows the PCB with the dynamic
absorber attached. Figures 8(b) and (c) compare the
dynamic responses of the original and modified PCBs
in frequency (a) and in time domains (b). These exper-
imental results are in full agreement with the results of
the analytical prediction in Fig. 5. From Fig. 8(b), the
influence of the dynamic absorber is that almost all res-
onances of the original PCB are essentially suppressed,
as theoretically predicted above. The comparison in-
dicates a 2.9-fold reduction in the overall level from
70.2 g rms to 23.9 g rms. From Fig. (c) the peak value
of absolute acceleration is reduced by the same factor
of 2.9 from 216 g to 75 g. Using Eq. (10) withb = 9,
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Fig. 6. Performance of the dynamic absorber at different natural frequencies and loss factors. a) Overall level of acceleration at different natural
frequencies; b) Overall absolute acceleration at different loss factors.

we obtain, for example, that at this particular critical
point the accumulated damage undergoes a reduction
by a factor of2.99 ≈ 14500.

Note that the above dynamic absorber essentially
suppresses the dynamic response of the entire PCB.
Figure 9 shows the superimposed dynamic responses
measured at four additional critical points of the PCB
before and after the dynamic absorber was mounted.
From Fig. 9, the above dynamic absorber provides for
almost uniform suppression of PCB vibration. The sup-

pression factor, comparing vibration before and after
the absorber was installed, varies from 2.9 to 2.

7. Experimentation on attained performance
under shock and swept sine excitation

The above dynamic absorber was designed with
properties to minimise the overall level of absolute ac-
celeration of the critical point of the PCB under wide-
band random excitation. However, suppression of other
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(a) Schematic design of dynamic absorber

(b) Wire mesh bushing (1) and dynamic absorber washer (2)

(c) Absolute transmissibility of dynamic absorber

Fig. 7. Design of dynamic absorber. a) Schematic design of dynamic absorber; b) Wire mesh bushing (1) and dynamic absorber washer (2); c)
Absolute transmissibility of dynamic absorber.

types of excitation, e.g. shock and swept sine, might
also be very important in a variety of applications.

The vibration controller was programmed to repro-
duce the half-sine shock 200 g @ 3 ms, per [3]. The

time history of the shaker acceleration is shown in
Fig. 10(a). Figure 10(b) shows superimposed time his-
tories – absolute accelerations of the critical point of
the PCB before and after absorber mounting. From
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(a) Experimental rig for studying the performance of the dynamic absorber 
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Fig. 8. Performance of dynamic absorber in frequency and time domains. a) Experimental rig for studying the performance of the dynamic
absorber; b) PSD of absolute acceleration in the critical point of original and modified PCB; c) Typical accelerations of the critical point of
original and modified PCB.
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Fig. 9. Performance of dynamic absorber at different points of PCB.

Fig. 10(b), using the dynamic absorber allows a 2-fold
reduction in the peak-to-peak value of absolute accel-
eration and drastically relieves the entire transient pro-
cess.

Further, the vibration controller was programmed to
reproduce the typical swept sine test 10 g @ 10–500 Hz,
per [3]. The sweep rate was 0.5 Hz/s. Figure 11
shows the superimposed magnitude envelopes of the
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Fig. 10. Performance of dynamic absorber under shock excitation. a) Time history of the shaker acceleration (half sine shock 200 g @ 3 ms); b)
Time histories of the critical point of the original and modified PCB under shock excitation.

dynamic responses measured at the critical point of the
PCB before and after mounting the dynamic absorber.
From Fig. 11, the resonant peak in the above dynamic
response undergoes an 18-fold suppression.

8. Conclusion

The authors have shown theoretically and experi-
mentally that the damped dynamic absorber can essen-
tially suppress the dynamic responses and, therefore,

increase the life of sensitive commercial-off-the-shelf
PCBs operating in harsh environmental conditions un-
der shock, wideband random and swept sine vibration.
The novel technique developed by the authors allows
the entire procedure of dynamic absorber optimisation
to be simplified by avoiding the need for studying the
dynamic model of the PCB and excitation factors.

Implementation of the damped dynamic absorber
does not require a drastic increase in mass and di-
mensions, modification or redesign of commercial-off-
the-shelf PCBs along with their mounting configura-
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Fig. 11. Performance of dynamic absorber under swept sine excitation.

tion, and might be thought of as a prospective alterna-
tive/supplement to the existing methods of increasing
reliability of sensitive electronic equipment. Further
efforts should be aimed at developing compact, cheap
and easily tuneable dynamic absorbers which main-
tain consistent properties over a wide range of ambient
temperatures and lifetime.
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